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We have on the Sun…

MAKING SENSE OF SUNSPOT DECAY, I 11

Figure 1. Decay rates plotted against relative radius for the original (top) and binned (bottom) data.
Data for spots which died on the visible hemisphere are shown. Solid line: Equation (8). Dashed line:
linear least-squares fit. (Here and in all other figures, 2 error bars for the mean are shown.)

nonlinearity can also be detected in the GPR data. We should therefore suspect that
the choice of the technique of analysis is a crucial factor in this respect. Sunspot
decay curves are usually charactarized by bad sampling intervals: for short-lived
spots one often only has 2–3 measurents in the decay phase, while for recurrent
spots a large number of measurements are grouped together in the vicinity of 2–3
points of the decay curve. The true endpoint of the decay curve is thus ill determined
and the method of producing “typical” decay curves by time-shifting individual
curves to a common endpoint (e.g. Ringnes, 1964a, 1964b) implies rather large
errors. These errors are further aggravated by the fact that the lifetime–maximal
area correlation (cf. Section 5) involves a large scatter, thus spots with greatly
different 0 values will enter the sample, leading to different decay rates at the
same time. The resulting large scatter in will tend to smear out any nonlinearity.
This is borne out in Figure 2 where the parabolic decay curve is directly seen in
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Figure 4 The decay rate of sunspot group area (dots with error bars) as a function of area itself. The decay
rates increase linearly with area up to areas of about 1000 µHem. The largest groups (>1000 µHem) have
decay rates that fall somewhat below this linear relationship. The solid line shows the average number of
sunspots per group as a function of area on the scale given on the right. The similarity in behavior for these
two quantities suggests a constant decay rate for each individual sunspot with the number of sunspots in each
group adding to the decay rate for the group itself.

Figure 5 The ratio of the mean
decay rate to the mean number of
sunspots (dots with error bars) as
a function of the total group area.
The decay rates per sunspot are a
nearly constant
3.65 µHem day−1 for groups of
all sizes except the very smallest.

this average decay rate per sunspot is very similar to the 4.2 µHem day−1 found by Bumba
(1963) for recurring groups (which often consist of a single spot).

We have examined the decay rate per sunspot for each of the sunspot cycles covered
by the data – cycles 12 through 23. Without exception we find similar behavior – a constant
decay rate per spot but with significantly higher decay rates per spot for the smallest groups.
Figure 6 shows the average decay rate per sunspot for each cycle. While a constant value
of 3.65 µHem day−1 passes through nearly all of the error bars, we do find some interesting
variations. There are significant differences between the RGO data and the USAF data with
significantly larger decay rates in the USAF data. Through the RGO data there also appears
to be a variation with the size of the cycle. The smaller cycles (cycles 12 through 16 and 20)
have lower decay rates than the larger cycles (cycles 17 through 19). Moreno-Insertis and
Vázquez (1988) found little evidence for significant variations in the decay rate for cycles 12

Spot size

Petrovay & van Driel-Gesztelyi, 1997
Hathaway & Choudhary, 2008
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Fitting the ACF
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Looks a lot like under-
damped simple harmonic 
motion!!

But we add a second cosine 
term to model the secondary 
lobes.

Fitting the ACF



!  All Kepler targets
!  Taken from McQuillan et al., 2014
!  T < 6500K 
!  No giants (only dwarfs)
!  No known EBs or KOIs
!  Mostly FGK dwarfs, some M dwarfs

!  19.5-20.5 day stellar rotation 
periods

!  1155 stars in sample

!  9.5-10.5 day stellar rotation 
periods

!  1089 stars in sample

The Star Pool



Results 10 day period stars
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Few spots in stars with Teff > 6200K

Spot groups live longer on cooler stars
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<4400K  4400-5000K  5000-5700K  >5700K

Few spots in stars with Teff > 5700K
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20 day period stars

And the Sun is not under-active!	  



< 4400K 4400-5000K

5000-5700K > 5700K

Big spot groups live longer. Spots of a given size live longer on cooler stars.

Results 20 day period stars



!  Big spots live longer on a given star
!  Spots decay more slowly on cooler stars
!  The Sun is not unusually quiet
!  The ratio of τ/P can provide a criterion to describe 

light curves

Take home messages



!  Results now being used as part of CHEOPSim

Take home messages

Generated by
Rodrigo Díaz

!  Light curve diagnostics can be applied to CHEOPS



NASA Goddard



ADDITIONAL SLIDES
(…Sorry!)
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Measuring the Flicker

Step One: Apply a box 
smooth to the light curve

Step Two: Take the 
smoothed light curve 
away from the first light 
curve

Step Three: Measure the 
variation of the residuals



Temperature, amplitude, decay time and flicker 
measurements

10 day period stars 20 day period stars



Correlation between 
parameters

10 day period stars



Correlation between 
parameters

20 day period stars


